
complex scatteringproblemin objects with heterogeneous
density such as the thorax.

In order for a scatter correction method to be useful
clinically, it should be applicable for a range of radionu
cides, most importantly @Tcand @Â°â€˜Tl,and it should be
able to accurately estimate scatter in a heterogeneous ob
ject. The most commonly employed methods, because of
their practicality, are the convolution-subtraction (8) and
lower energy window subtraction methods (9). The con
volution-subtraction method makes simplifying assump
tions that do not hold when the scattering medium is het
erogeneous (17), particularly the assumption of a constant

scatter fraction (the ratio of scattered-to-total events). Al
though the lower energy window method inherently ac
counts for object heterogeneity, quantitative accuracy is
inferior to deconvolution approaches and the appropriate
value by which to scale the lower window scatter image is
object- and instrumentation-dependent(18). Although the
method has been successfully applied to @Â°@Tlimaging (19),
the assumption that scattered events recorded in the two
energy windows are equivalent has not been tested for
such low energy sources (main emissions 68â€”83keV).
Methods based on information obtained from energy spec
tra acquired at different spatial locations (11,13) may be
more suitablefor 201'flHowever, these approachesrequire
specialized hardware to allow acquisition of many energy
spectra and, consequently, have not been widely used.

More recently, a scatter correction method has been
introducedthat uses position-dependentscatter functions
derived a priori by Monte Carlo simulations (14). This
method takes into account the spatial variation in scatter
and has been tested in objects with nonuniform density
(20). However, the correction is based on one-dimensional
scatter line spread functions and, therefore, does not take
into account out-of-planescattering.Furthermore,because
of the need to perform several Monte Carlo experiments
for each new imaging geometiy and radionudide, this
method may not be practical. A method that uses a split
window over the @Tcphotopeak shows promise for prac
tical and accurate scatter correction (16). With significant
modification, the split window approach has been applied
to 1111nimaging(21) and can, in principle, be extended for
use with 2o1'@1'@sources. However, this validation has not
yet been performed.

We have previously investigated the feasibility of using

A methodof scattercompensationhas been devalopedthat
incorporates planar transmission measurements in the estima
tion of photopeak scatter in SPECT. Methods: The scatter dis
tributionis first estimated by convoMngthe plenar projections
with a monoexponentialscatter function.The number of scat
tered events that subsequently reach the detector as a propor
tion of total events (i.e., scatter fraction)is then determined for
each pcint in the projectionsbased on narrow-beamtransmis
sion values, obtained using an external source. The assump
tionsofthe methodwere tested using @Â°@Tcand @Â°i1poi@fland
linesources.Thequantitativeandqualitativeimpactoftransmis
sion-dependent scatter correction was assessed in realistic
phantom experiments simulatingblood-pool,lung and myocar
dialperfusionstudies.Results: The methodaccuratelypredicts
the scatterdistributionfrom @Tcand 201fl linesources in a
phantom withvariable density. Reconstructed counts are artifi
ciallyenhanced in regionsof hightissue densitywhen scattered
events are not removed from the projections prior to attenuation
correction.Usingconvolution-subtractionwitha constant scatter
fraction(k = 0.4), scatter is underestimatedin the heartand
overestimated in the lungs, whereas transmission-dependent
scattercorrectionenables activityto be quantifiedwith 95%
accuracyinheartand lungregions.Conclusion: We condude
that incorporatingtransmission data enables accurate scatter
compensation in objects withnonuniformdensity.

Key Words: Compton scattering; transmission tomogra
phy; attenuation correction; quantitative SPECT
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ttenuation and Compton scattering of emitted pho
tons are the main factors that limit the quantitative accu
racy of single-photon emission computed tomography
(SPEC!'). Although no analytically exact solution to the
attenuation problem has been found, sufficient accuracy
can be achieved using transmission measurements (1,2),
particularly when combined with iterative correction tech
niques (3-7). Various scatter compensation methods have
also been described (8â€”16)but few have addressed the
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Eq.1

where0 denotestwo-dimensionalconvolution.UsingAxelsson's
approach(8), thescatterestimateis scaledby a constantscatter
fraction,determinedexperimentally.Our approachdiffersin that
scatter fractionis treatedas a variablewhich is calculatedat each
point in the two-dimensional matrix.

First, let us consider a point source measured at depth, d, in an
attenuating material. The scatter fraction, k, can be written in
terms of broad-beam (including scatter) and narrow-beam (cx

cluding scatter) counts as:

kâ€”@@Â°Â°' 1

â€” Cbmad@

whereB is thedepth-dependentbuildupfactorwhich,by defini
tion (23), is the ratioof broad-beam-to-narrow-beamcountsat
depth d in the object. Wu et at. (24) derived a buildupfunctionof
the formA - BC-md,whereA, B andm areconstantsexperi
mentally determined. We have shown previously that a more
generalizedequationis givenby A â€”Be@'@whichdescribesthe
buildupforagivenattenuationpathlength, @td(17).By substitut
ingthemodifiedbuildupequationintoEquation2, we obtain:

1

transmission data to improve the accuracy of scatter cor
rection in the presence of nonuniformdensity (17,22). In
this paper, the assumptions of the transmission-based scat
ter model have been tested and the method validated for
use with @Tcand @Â°@Tlsources. The accuracy of the
method has been assessed in phantom and human studies
representinga rangeof clinicalapplicationsincludingblood
pool, lung and myocardial perfusion studies. We have con
centrated on studies of the thorax as these pose the most
challenging geometries for quantitative SPECT. However,
the results can also be applied to otF r imagingsituationS.

MATERIALSAND METhODS

Theory
The scatter correction method we propose is applied to two

dimensional planar projections obtained during a SPECF acquisi
tion. It is based on the convolution-subtractionmethod (8) which
assumes that the scatter response function is spatially invariant
and that the scatter fraction is constant throughout the object
being imaged. Using the geometric mean of opposing projections,
we havepreviouslyshownthattheslopeof thescatterfunctionis
reasonablyindependentof attenuation.However,scatterfraction
varies with both object density and size (17). Therefore, the
distributionof scatteredevents, g@,is initiallyestimatedby con
voWing the measured photopeak projection, g,@ (after calculating
the geometric mean), with a radiallysymmetricmonoexponential
scatter function,s:

gsc =@ Â®5,

I
t@ @-

4
FIGURE1. Plenarimagesof a thoraxphantomIllustratingthe
differencesbetween convolution-subtractIon(CS) and transmls
sion-dependentscattercorrection(TDSC).The top rowshowsthe
emissiondistnbutlonandthe scaterestimate usingthe C-Smethod.
Thebottomrowshowstheplanartransmissionscanandthecorre
spondingscatterestimateusingTDSC.TDSCpredictszero scatter
outsidethe bodywhereattenuationis negligible.

1 1
k= 1 Aâ€” @-$MT/2@ A Eq.4

whereT is the totalobjectthickness.The exponentialtermin
Equation4 is equivalentto the ratioof attenuated-to-unattenuated
countsfor an externalsource,or transmissionfactor.Thus,we
nowhaveanequationthatrelatesscatterfractiontonarrow-beam
transmission factor, with A, B and beta constants to be deter
mined.In practice,transmissionfactorscan be determinedfor
every point in the projection by dividing a planar transmission
scan (using a flood source for example)by a blank scan (per
formedwithoutthe object in the field of view). Fromthis, a
two-dimensionalmatrixof scatter fractions,K, can be calculated:

1
K(x, y) = 1 - A - Bt(x, y)@' Eq.5

Eq. 2 wheret(x, y) is the narrow-beamtransmissionfactormeasuredat
(x,y). Thescatterestimateobtainedby Equation1is scaledby the
two-dimensional matrix of scatter fractions calculated above and
subtracted from the photopeak projection.

TheconstantBcanbe substitutedwith(A - 1)ifwewish to
constrainthe scatter fractionto zero at zero depth or zero atten
uation. In this case, the transmission-based model predicts zero
scatter outside the body where attenuation is negligible, and the
scatter estimate differs noticeably from that obtained by conven
tionalconvolution-subtraction(8) as illustratedin Figure1. The
process can be repeated iteratively (22) using the current scatter
free estimate, g@_1,as the subject of the convolution to determine

Eq. 3 an updatedestimate,g,@:

g@= Sobs K(g@ i 0 s).

k = 1 â€”A â€”Be@ PMd@

If thepointsourceis measuredfromconjugateviews andthe
geometric mean of those views is calculated, the point-spread
function including scatter (and, therefore, scatter fraction) is ap
proximately equivalent to that from a source at the center of the
object, independent of depth (25). Therefore, Equation 3 can be
rewrittenas:

Eq.6

Witheachiteration,thefunction@ approachesthescatter-free
projection we are trying to estimate. Therefore, this approach
complies betterwith the convolutionmodel since the scatterfunc
tion,5, is, by definition,theresponseto a â€œscatter-freeâ€•source
whenplacedin a scatteringmedium.However,the effectof the
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number of iterations was not the subject of this investigation.
Therefore, all results reportedare for a single iterationof trans.
mission-dependentscatter correction.

Scatter Fraction Versus Narrow.Beam Transmission
Pointsourcesof @â€œ@Tcand @Â°@Tlwere countedseparatelyin

varying depths of water (0â€”16cm) keeping source-to-detector
distanceconstant.These and all subsequentmeasurementswere
madeon a largefieldof view (LFOV)gammacamera(Philips
DiagnosTomo,Hamburg, Germany)with a low-energygeneral
purpose(LEGP)collimator.A 20%symmetricwindowwas used
for bothradionuclidesandonly the low energy(74 keV, 88%)
emissionsof W1@flwere recorded.The decay-correctedcountsfor
the entirefieldof view representbroad-beammeasurementsas
photopeakscatter is included.Correspondingnarrow-beamval
ues ateachdepthwerecalculatedby applyingpublishednarrow
beam attenuation coefficients for @Tcand 201'fl (26) to the mea
surementsmadein air Scatterfractionswere calculatedfrom
thesemeasurementsusingEquation2. Thesewere plottedagainst
narrow-beamtransmissionfactors for two transmissionsources,

@â€œTcand 153Gd,and fitted usingnonlinearleast squares to de
terminethe parametersof Equation4.

Validation by Uns Source Measurements
A line source containingapproximately100MBq of @Fcwas

positionedinthecenterof anellipticalwater-filledcylinder(axes
28.5cm X20cm, length30cm)next to a 10-cmdiametercylinder
containing only air. This configuration was imaged in the anterior
andposteriorprojectionsfromwhichageometricmeanprojection
was calculated.A transmissionscanwas alsoperformedusinga
collimated153Gdlinesource. Thisexperimentwas repeatedusing
a @Â°â€˜TIline sourcecontainingapproximately30 MBq. In each
case, scatter was estimated by the convolution-subtraction
method using a scatter fraction of 0.4 for @â€˜@â€˜Fcand 0.5 for @Â°@Tl
(based on results of the scatter fraction experiment) and by the
transmission-dependentmethod.The slopeof the monoexponen
tial scatter function was 0.24 cm' for @Tcand 0.19 cm' for
20111.Accuracy was assessed by the fit of the scatter estimates to
the measuredscatter tails usinglogarithmiccount profiles.

Phantom Studies
Three experiments were performed using a realistic thorax

phantomto assessthequantitativeandqualitativeeffectof trans
mission-dependentscattercorrectioninarangeofdlinicalimaging
situations. The phantomis elliptical (axes 30 cm x 20 cm, length
30cm)and containslung-shapedcylindersfilledwithpolystyrene
beadssuspendedinwater, providingdensitysimilarto lungtissue
as well as a perspexsection placedposteriorlysimulatingthe
spine. In the firstexperiment,the cardiacandbackgroundsee
tionswerefilledwithwatercontaining0.0325MBq-m1@of@â€•Fc
simulatinga blood-poolstudy.In thesecondexperiment,a lung
perfusionstudywas simulatedby adding195MBqof@Tc to the
lungs with no activity in the cardiac or background sections. In the
third experiment,an annular myocardialinsert containing0.014
MBq. ml1 of 201'flwas placed in the cardiac sectionwhile the
lungs and background sections contained 0.0035 MBq . m1' of
201T1.These activitieswere chosen to give approximatelya 4:1
ratiobetweenmyocardiumand backgroundsimulatinga
myocardial perfusion study. SPECF acquisitions were performed
using 360Â°rotation, 64 projection angles and 20 sec per angle for
the @Tcstudies,30sec perangleforthe @Â°â€œflstudy.Transmis
sion datawere acquiredusinga scanningcollimatedlinesource
(27) containing @â€œTcfor the @â€œ@Tcstudies and â€˜53Gdfor the @Â°@Tl

study. Priorto reconstruction,the projectionswere preffitered
using a two-dimensionalfourth-orderButterworthfilter.The cut
offfrequency,v@,was equalto halftheNyquistfrequency(Nyq)
forthe @â€˜@â€˜Fcstudiesand0.3 Nyq forthe @Â°â€˜Tlstudy.

Quantitative accuracy was assessed in the blood-pool and lung
experimentsusing four correctionschemes that vary in ease of
implementationand the numberof assumptions made about the
imaging process. The first method ignored scatter and used the
first step of the Chang attenuation correction procedure (28),
assumingan ellipticalbody outline and a constant broad-beam
attenuationcoefficientof 0.08cm', whichis anaverageforlung
andsoft-tissueregions.Thisapproachis commonfor obtaining
approximatequantificationandthe softwareiswidelyavailableon
commercial SPED.' systems. In the second approach, the same
attenuationcorrectionmethodwas applied;however,theprojec
tionswere firstscatter-correctedusingthe convolution-subtrac
tionmethod(8) (slope= 0.24cm', k = 0.4)anda narrow-beam
average @hvalue, 0.1 cm @,was used. This scattercorrection
method is less widely available but is straightforward to imple
ment.Theremainingtwomethodsrequiretransmissionmeasure
ments.

In methodthree,convolution-subtractionwas againused to
correct for scatter, but attenuationcorrectionwas performedus
inga two-stepprocedureincorporatingthemeasuredattenuation
data (29). Briefly, the first step involves a postreconstruction
multiplicativecorrection as in Chang's noniterative procedure
(28), except that the reconstructedattenuationmap is used in
steadof a simplebody outlineandconstantattenuationcoeffi
cient.Thisis followedby a forwardprojectionstepinwhichthe
measured projections are modified, based on the ratio of projec
tionswith andwithoutthe inclusionof attenuation(30,31),and
thenreconstructed.Finally,transmission-dependentscattercor
rectionusingplanartransmissiondatawas appliedinconjunction
with the two-step attenuation correction procedure. The scatter
andattenuationcorrectionsusedinthisschememakenoassump
tionsaboutthegeomettyor attenuationof theobject.

Quantitativeaccuracy, using the methods described above,
was calculatedfortheblood-poolandlungstudiesby comparing
reconstructed activity (or activity concentration) with the cali
bratedamount.Cameraefficiencywas measuredusinga 6-cm
diameter source in a shallow dish placed 8 cm from the collimator
face.Alongwiththequantitativecomparison,thequalitativeim
pactof scattercorrectionwasassessedinallthreeexperimentsby
comparingreconstructedimageswith and withoutscatter correc
tion.Forthequalitativecomparison,onlythelattertwomethods
wereemployed.Whenscattercorrectionwas not applied,atten
uationmapswerescaledto broad-beamvaluesto accountforthe
inclusionof scatterin themeasurement.

Human Study
A 46-yr-oldfemale undergoinga routine 201@flmyocardialper

fusionstudywas administered120MBqof @Â°â€œfl-chlorideatmax
imalexercise.Inadditiontoroutineimaging,a simultaneousemis
sion-transmissionstudywas performedimmediatelyfollowingthe
postexercisestudy,usingâ€˜53@@as the transmissionsource(27).
Sixty-fourprojectionangleswere acquiredover 360Â°at 40sec per
angle.The projectionswere prefilteredusinga fourth-orderBut
terworthifiterwith v.@= 0.3 Nyquist andreconstructedusingthree
methods:(1)no scatter or attenuationcorrection, (2)attenuation
correction only and (3) transmission-dependent scatter correction
andattenuationcorrection.Attenuationcorrectionwasperformed
as a two-stepprocedureas in Method4 of thephantomstudies.
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Em@slonTransmissionradionudideradlonudide
A B Beta r

*Co@@ coeffiderdfor the regression between measured and
estimated scatter fraction using narrow-beam transmission fa@ors and
the fittedparameters.

Attenuationmapswerescaledto broad-beamvaluesforthesee
ondcasewhereno scattercorrectionwas applied.Thetransaxial
imageswere reorientedinto8 mmthickshort-axisslicesfor com
parison using identical reslice parameters.

RESULTS

Scatter Fraction versus Narrow-beam Transmission
The correlationbetween measured scatter fractions and

those predicted from narrow-beam transmission measure
ments was excellent (r > 0.99) for each radionucide com
bination. Fitted values for the constants in Equation 4 are
shown in Table 1. Only parameter beta appears to depend
significantly on photon energy with veiy little variation in
the values of A and B for the various radionucide combi
nations. The value of B was in all cases approximately
equal to A â€”1, supportingthe assumption of zero scatter
fractionat zero depth or attenuation.Figure2 shows @â€˜Tc
and 201'flscatter fractions plotted againsttransmissionfac
tor using 153w as the transmissionradionucide. The graph
shows that most of the variation in scatter fraction (0%â€”
33%for @â€˜@Tcand0%â€”45%for @Â°1'fl)occursbetween
transmission factors of 1 and 5 corresponding to depths of

3

TABLE I
Fitted Parameter Values for Scatter Frection Determination
UsingVarious EmissiOnand TransmissionRadiOnUdideS

0â€”10cm in water. At depths greater than 10 cm, scatter
fraction plateaus at about 0.4 for @â€˜@Tcand 0.5 for @Â°â€˜Tl.
This was the basis for using these values when applyingthe
convolution-subtraction method in phantom and human
studies.

ValIdationBy Line Source Measurements
Scatter estimates obtained by convolution-subtraction

and the transmission-dependentmethod are shown as log
arithmic plots in Figure 3. The scatter tails are clearly
asymmetric in both the @Fcand @Â°â€˜Tlplots due to the
presence of the air cylinder. Convolution-subtraction esti
mates a much broaderdistributionthanthe truescatter and
does not correctly predict asymmetry. As a result, scatter
is underestimatednear the source and overestimated fur
ther away from the source. The transmission-dependent
method gives a good fit to the scatter tails for both the

@Tcand 201'@sources and correctly predicts an asym
metric point scatter distribution due to variable attenua
tion.

Phantom Studies
Results of the activity quantification experiments are

shown in Table 2. Using method 1, where no scatter cor
rection was performed and a simple attenuation correction
was used, accuracy is good in the heartbutveiy poor in the
lungs. Accuracy is improved in the lungs by employing
scatter correction using convolution-subtraction, but at the
expense of accuracy in the heart. Using convolution-sub
traction in combination with accurate attenuation correc
tion incorporatingmeasured attenuationdata, quantitative
errors are less than 10% in both studies. However, there is
still an appreciable overestimation of activity in the heart
and underestimationof activity in the lungs, the relative
error being almost 20%. Accuracy is further improved us
ing transmission-dependentscatter correction in combina
tion with the two-step attenuation correction, resulting in
quantitativeerrorsthat are 5%in both the heart and lung
regions and a relative error of <10%.

Figure 4 shows the effect of scatter correction on objects
with heterogeneous density such as the thorax. In all three
experiments,@ artifacts were observed when attenuation
correction was applied without first performing scatter
compensation. The artifacts manifest as increased counts
in high density regions including the heart and spine as
indicated by the arrows. The artifactswere removed and
contrast improved by performing scatter correction prior
to attenuationcorrection, using both convolution-subtrac
tion and transmission-dependentscatter correction. How
ever, the quantitativeresults suggest that the improvement
in contrast using convolution-subtraction may be due in
part to oversubtraction of scatter in the lung regions. This
was confirmed by count profiles through the heart and
lungs of the reconstructed blood-pool image shown in Fig
ure 5. The profiles demonstrate significantnegative values
in the region of the lungs using convolution-subtraction,
whereas transmission-dependent scatter correction cor
rectly predicts zero activity concentration.

Â°9@@rcÂ°Â°@rc3.6 Â±0.92.6 Â±0.90.15 Â±0.050.998Â°9â€•lâ€¢c3.6
Â±0.92.6 Â±0.80.13 Â±0.050.998201.naQmTc3.7
Â±0.52.7 Â±0.50.26 Â±0.060.997201.n153Gd3.7
Â±0.52.7 Â±0.50.23 Â±0.050.998
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FIGURE 2. Measured scatter frections for @â€œTcand @Â°iip@
sources In water versus narrow-beam transmission factor using a
153@ transmission source. The solid and dashed lines are the fitted

curves for @Â°@Tcand @Â°@T1,respectively, using the modifiedbuildup
equation.
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FIGURE 3. LogarIthmiccount profiles,indicated by the solid curves, of a @1c(Aand B) and a @@111(C and D) line source adjacent to
an air CylinderIn an ellipticalwater-filledphantom. The dashed curves are the scatter estimates using the convolution-subtraction(C-S)
method with a scatter frection of 0.4 for @Â°@Tcand 0.5 for @@111@@ @4J@@ (TDSC).

Human Study
A midventricular short-axis slice is shown in Figure 6 for

each of the three processing methods applied. The image
on the left was reconstructedwithout correctionfor scatter
or attenuation. The middle image was reconstructed with
attenuationcorrection only, andthe image on the rightwas

reconstructed with transmission-dependent scatter and at
tenuation correction. Shown underneath each image are
the correspondingcount profiles through the myocardium
along the line indicated. Without attenuation correction,
the counts in the infero-septalwall are appreciablyreduced
relative to the rest of the myocardium. This attenuation

TABLE 2
ActivityQuantification in Blood-Pool and Lung Phantom Studies

*F@rq@tJI@ correctionmethodswereemployed,Induding:(1)Noscattercorrection(NoSC)plusChangmultiplicativeattenuationcorrection
@AC)usinganaveragebroad-beam@ value;(2)con@lution-subtr@Ion(C-S)plusChangACusinganaveragenarrow-beam@ value;(3)C-Splus

two-stepACusk@gmeasured attenuationdata (4)transmissIon-dependentscatter correctionfTDSC)plustwo-stepACusingmeasured attenuation
da@

No SC + Chang
C-S + Chang
C-S + two-stepAC
TDSC + two-stepAC

0.0340
0.0300
0.0354
0.0342

â€”8
+9
+5

216
178
188

+11
â€”9
â€”4
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FiGURE 5. HorIzontalcount profilesthroughthe reconstructed
images ofthe @â€˜1'cblood-pool phantom using convolutlon-subtrac
tio(@witha scatterfractionof 0.4 (dashedline)andtransmission
dependent scatter correction (solidline).Note the negative values In
the lung using the convolution-subtractionmethod, resulting from
oversubtractlon of scatter.

heart, for example, but at the expense of accuracy in the
lungs. In our study, using a scatter fraction of 0.4, activity
in the organ of interest was overestimated in the blood-pool
study and underestimated in the lung study. Therefore, a
scatter fraction of OA is too low for high density regions
such as the heartand too highfor low density regions such
as the lungs. These results, and the graphs of scatter frac

NoCorrection AttenuationCorrectionScatter+ Attenuation
Correction

FiGURE 6. (A)Short-ads reconstructionsof a dinical @@111myo
cardlal perfusion study and (B) corresponding count profiles along
the lineindicatedthroughthe myocardium.The Imageswere pro
ceased using no scatter or attenuation correction (left),attenuation
correction only (middle)and scatter correction folowed by attenua
lion correction (right).Both scatter and attenuation correction math
ode incorporated transmission data that were acquIred simulta
neouslywiththe emissiondata using a scanningcollImatedline
source.
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FiGURE4. Reconstructedimegesofthethoraxphantomusedto
simulate(A)a @Â°@Fcblood-poolsbidy (B)a @â€˜1clungperhision
study and (C) a 201T1myocardial perfusion study. Attenuation cor
rectionwas appliedas a two-stepprocedureIncorporatingmea
suredattenuationdata(see text@.Theimagesontherightwerealso
processed using transmisSiOn-dependentscatter correction priorto
attenuation correction. In each experiment, counts in high density
regionssuch as the heart and spine were artificiallyenhanced (in
dicatedbyarrows)whenscattercorrectionwas notperformedprior
to attenuationcorrection.

artifact is typical in myocardial perfusion studies (7) and is

removed by accurate attenuationcorrection. By perform
ing both .scatter and attenuation correction, myocardial
activity is more uniform and image contrast is improved, as
indicated by the count profiles.

DISCUSSION

The results shown in Table 2 demonstrate that, in gen
eral, accurate quantification cannot be achieved when as
sumptions about object density and geometry are made in
either the scatter or attenuation correction procedures.
Using the first two methods, where the assumption of
constant attenuationis made, the effective@ value can be
tailored to achieve good accuracy in either the heart or
lung. However, one cannot achieve accuracy throughouta
heterogeneous object using these methods. Similarly,using
convolution-subtraction in combination with accurate at
tenuation correction, as in Method 3, the constant scatter
fraction can be tailored to achieve good accuracy in the



tion versus transmissionfactor shown in Figure 2, suggest
that it is inappropriateto use a constant scatter fraction
when the object has nonuniform density. The use of a
constant scatter fraction may result in negative recon
structed values, as well as reducing quantitative accuracy,
resulting in artificially high contrast (Fig. 5).

The improvement in accuracy of scatter estimation by
taking into account variable attenuation was demonstrated
by the line source measurements and by the results of the
activity quantification experiments. Using transmission

dependent scatter correction with measured attenuation
correction, quantitative estimates were within 5% of the
calibrated values. This was achieved in two separate im
aging examples, in which the organ of interest had quite
different attenuating properties, demonstrating that accu
racy in SPECT reconstructions throughout the object is
possible with the transmission-based approach. Although
convolution-subtraction, when used in conjunction with
measured attenuationcorrection, also achieved good quan
titative accuracy, the relative error between lung and
blood-pool measurements was almost 20%, compared with
<10% using the transmission-based approach. This accu
racy may be sufficient for many clinical applications, in
cluding myocardial perfusion imaging. However, in other
examples, such as tumor quantification studies, the ability
to accurately determine activity independentoflocation in
the body and attenuation of the surrounding tissue, is
clearly desirable.

Variable attenuation has previously been shown to in
troduce artifacts due to enhanced transmission through
areas of low attenuation (6). This causes artificially in
creased reconstructed counts in low density regions such
as the lungs In simulations, which allow the effect of
attenuation alone to be studied, iterative compensation

. combined with measured attenuation data removes the in

consistencies and eliminates artifacts. However, the im
ages in Figure 4 demonstrate that accurate attenuation
correction alone does not remove all artifacts when scat
tered events are also present in the measureddata. Indeed,
by removal of attenuation artifacts, the remaining artifacts,
which are due to scatter, aremore apparent.They manifest
as increased reconstructed counts in high density regions
such as the spine, presumably due to the increased prob
ability of scattering in that area Thus, the presence of
scatter in the projections causes a redistribution of counts
from areas of low attenuation toward areas of high atten
uation. This finding has also been reported in positron
emission tomography using a scanner with interplane sepia
retracted (32). We have also noted this effect using statis
tical reconstruction methods where scatter was neglected,
indicating that the artifacts are independent of the recon
struction algorithm used. These results further emphasize
the need for scatter correction takingvariable attenuation
into account along with accurate attenuation correction,
particularly in SPECT studies of the thorax.

The method described uses planar transmission mea
surements to modify the scatter estimate derived from

planar projections of the object. Therefore, it only takes
account of variable attenuation at the point of scattering
and along the path toward the detector. It does not take
account of the effect of variable attenuation on the initial
transport of the photon prior to scattering. A more sophis
ticated implementationof the method might involve recon
structing the full three-dimensional volume of attenuation
data and taking the initialphoton path into account using,
for example, Monte Carlo techniques. Such an implemen
tation, however, would be computationallydemandingand
impractical for routine use. We are currently investigating
a practical alternative to the current transmission-depen
dent method that uses nonstationaryconvolution based on
reconstructed attenuation images to more accurately
model photon transport,with only single scattering events
being considered.

Transmission data form the basis for the quantitative
SPECT method used in this department including the scat
ter correction method descnl,ed in this report. The meth
odology for simultaneously acquiring emission and trans
mission data has been developed for single (1,27,33) and
multipledetector gammacameras (34). In this department,
a collimated scanning line source is used which allows any
combination of emission and transmission radionucides
with a maximum 10% increase in acquisition time (27).
Therefore, it is no longer impracticalto acquire transmis
sion data on various SPEC].' instruments for quantitative
corrections on a range of clinical studies. Implementation
of the transmission-dependentmethod involves a straight
forward modification to the more standard convolution
subtraction algorithm (8) When used in combination with
a two-step measured attenuationcorrection, as in Method
4 of the phantom studies, processing takes less than 8 sec
per slice using 64 x 64 matrices on a Sun SPARCstation
10/30 computer (86 Mips) (Sun Microsystems, Mountain
View, CA), includingflood correction, preffitering,recon
struction and forward projection steps. Therefore, quanti
tative corrections using this scheme can be performedin a
practical time.

The practicalapplicationof the quantitativemethod has
been further enhanced by the extension of transmission
dependent scatter correction to @Â°â€˜Tlstudies with applica
tion in, for example, myocardial perfusion and tumorvia
bility studies. There is no theoretical impediment to
extending the method to other radionucides. Since the
modified buildup equation holds well for both @Tcand
20111and since two of the three parameters have been
found to be independent of photon energy, the remaining
parameter could be determined from a simplified buildup
experiment with perhaps only two or three measurements.

cONCLUSION

Transmission-dependent scatter correction has been val
idated using line source measurements and accurately pre
diets the scatter distribution in a challenging geometiy with
variable attenuatiOn. The qualitative effect of scatter on a
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rangeof clinical imagingsituationswas investigatedusing a
realistic thorax phantom. The presence of scatter in the
measured projections results in enhanced counts in high
density regions such as the heart and spine and accurate
attenuation correction alone does not remove these arti
facts. Transmission-dependentscatter correction removes
the artifactsandquantitativeaccuracywas better than95%
in separate heart and lung experiments. By comparison,
convolution-subtractionoverestimates scatter in the lungs
and underestimates scatter in the heart due to the use of a
constant scatter fractionthat is inappropriatefor heteroge
neous objects. Transmission-dependent scatter correction
has been developed for use with @â€˜@Tcand @Â°â€˜Tlsources
and offers potential for extension to other radionucides.
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